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“Just how do they reduce puffiness, lose five pounds in weekly, put shine within their locks, buff their skin,
and vacuum their skin pores without spending a fortune? What did they make use of? How often? And they
informed us.” Where do they obtain it? We couldn’t believe it either. How can we do it, too?Kym Douglas,
sponsor of the Life time makeover show Queen and the picture consultant on The Watch, and superstar
journalist Cindy Pearlman had always wished to understand how the A-list celebrities looked so, well, A-list.
Discover out from Jennifer Aniston, Catherine Zeta-Jones, Lindsay Lohan, Beyonce Knowles, Jennifer
Lopez, Elizabeth Hurley, Charlize Theron, and many, many more! Collected here, within their own words,
celebrities and their beauty gurus reveal their tricks of the trade.We just asked the movie stars how they
did it. It turns out that also the most thoroughly guarded stars were a lot more than happy to dish.
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GREAT TIPS I loved this reserve. After reading some of the evaluations I thought it had been probably
not likely to be worth the amount of money, that I possibly could find all of the secrets out just by
reading the testimonials. WRONG!!! I'm 50 years old and also have been reading beauty suggestions since I
was 14, so I figured I currently knew everything I would read within the book. WRONG! Many thanks so
much because of this book!. These folks are spoiled brats for me. As for the people talking about the
popular name dropping...Hello, it's the Black Publication Of HOLLYWOOD Secrets. This reserve tells who uses
what and what their secrets/home remedies are which were passed down to them by their mothers & I'm
overjoyed to become poking around Sephora or Ulta, but I'm also able to be content wandering the
makeup/pores and skin care aisles of Focus on or Walmart. I learned a lot from it and We consider a good
read. I must say i could not place it down. The one thing I like is that the majority of the wonder secrets
are inexpensive. I loved this book, it is so full of beauty tips and Just makes you get this A-hah feeling
when you go through some of the suggestions and think I cannot wait to tell my close friends that one, or
I am selfishly not sharing that one. Is usually my hair dry, or frizzy or offers it dropped it's shine, or body..
Do my tooth need whitening, do I want my legs extra easy. Plus I discovered a method that banished .!
One woman's response when asked what she would do if she only acquired the 100 dollars was "first, I'd
cry. It truly is more than I could even begin to assume it would've been. I recommend this book to young

and old as well. To the ones that are beauty conscious you'll learn new issues and have so much fun doing it.
Anyway, I am certain I will get some more tidbits out of this book... In addition, it asked a lot of
"specialists" and beauty gurus their "must haves" and what would they buy if they ONLY acquired 100
dollars. Fun book This book isn't a makeup artist instruction book. It really is a Beauty Ideas book, and
they are great ideas, stocked filled with great tips that make you feel really in the understand. You
definitely would want to examine it through, and keep it readily available when the time arises that you
might need one of its ideas. But decided that I'm going to read this book again and keep index cards with
the suggestions categorized and cross referenced so I can just flip open up the lid to my container when
I want to provide myself a beauty treatment, or my eye have dark circles or are puffy, or I've a pimple.
100 bucks could purchase a heck of a whole lot of beauty stuff. Great tips and details! Wonderful tips and
secrets -- most of them are cheap/affordable and easy -- that i like! I honestly like this book I didn't
think I would like this publication after reading a few of the reviews.. After I read this I bought
Hollywood Diet Secrets and that publication is fairly dissapointing, don't waste your money.!.. but That one is
good. I got some tips that I am using. Are my nails splitting or yellowing..Emu oil for hair and pores and
skin, virgian palm essential oil for locks, Elmers Glue (rather than the Biore strips), using grey or dark blue
liner to assist you look younger... I agree with the person that said an index would be nice. Of training
course there is definitely some fluff in the reserve, however in between the fluff, there are some good
(cheap) suggestions. I noticed that somebody experienced complained that the author kept referring to
herself in the 3rd person. I noticed that too, than realized, presently there are two authors plus they are
talking about each other, not discussing oneself in the third person (which will be offputting to say the
least). For those that could treatment less what size their skin pores are, frizzy their hair is normally, or
crusty their ft are. Great Beauty Book This was an easy, fun , informative read. no new information in my
opinion I thought this reserve would be entertaining with a lot of tips and tricks to make beauty fun and
easy. I love makeup and skincare. Don't waste your cash! grandmothers. When this reserve isn't spitting
out designer labels left and ideal, they really don't have super secrets. Most is stuff you will find online
about home treatments that you can mix together yourself.you'll love reading what those folks who care

can do in the name of beauty!There were sooooo many tips in here I had never heard of. Great fun book
filled with 'YEA" 'Beauty Ideas". I loved it so much! On the contrary, I got the right info out of the
book..". This really just put the stamp of stupidity on this publication. People's go-to "I didnt know very well
what to get" gift for me is usually a sephora gift card, so that you can tell this type of book should be



straight up my alley.. It's amazing just how much your groceries can perform for you Five Stars
Interesting! I came across this book to have a lot of real, usable tips. I fell for the hype in the
description and was fooled. Amazing! I could continue and on and on!. Amazong Beauty Tips I simply Bought
this times a few days agoI founded so fresh really good tips, I got eventually to highlighter some really
useful onesI do recommend this book Don't Bother Buying Nothing new and interesting in the pages of this
book. Love it This book has wonderful little tips for beauty products using things throughout the house.
Plus I learned a method that banished my acne forever! I learned a whole lot from it and I consider that
a good read. I am pleased I bought it. I definitely learned a whole lot of inexpensive beauty secrets to
keep me looking fabulous :-)
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